Immunity following use of Australian tick fever vaccine: a review of the evidence
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Objective To review the evidence available on the degree and duration of immunity provided by Australian tick fever vaccines against Babesia bovis, B bigemina and Anaplasma marginale infections in Australia and overseas.

Background Vaccines containing attenuated strains of B bovis and B bigemina as well as A centrale grown in splenectomised calves have been used in Australia since 1964 to immunise cattle against tick fever. About 800,000 doses of vaccine are supplied annually and much of the evidence for protection is field evidence rather than conventional immunological measures or pen trials.

Conclusions Immunity to Babesia bovis and B bigemina — A single inoculation generally provides sound, long-lasting protection both in Australia and overseas. No evidence was found of a loss of immunity with time. Vaccine failures to B bovis do occur, but are uncommon and evidently caused by a number of factors, including immune responsiveness of the vaccinated animals, and immunogenicity of the vaccine strain.

Immunity to Anaplasma marginale — The vaccine containing A centrale provides partial, variable protection against A marginale. Protection against challenge in Australia is adequate in most cases to prevent disease and use of the vaccine in this country appears to be justified. Protection against antigenically diverse, highly virulent stocks of A marginale in other countries is, at times, clearly inadequate and better vaccines are required in situations where the challenge is severe.
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| PCR       | Polymerase chain reaction |
| SE        | South-east               |
| NA        | Not available            |
| PCV       | Packed cell volume       |
| TFRC      | Tick Fever Research Centre |

Tick fever is an important livestock disease in Australia with more than 7 million cattle potentially exposed in endemic regions.1 McLeod and Kristjanson estimated that annual mortality associated with anaplasmosis and babesiosis in Australia in 1998 resulted in production losses of $22 million despite spending on acaricides and vaccines of $8.5 million.2 The disease causes infections of Babesia bovis, B bigemina and Anaplasma marginale is also a potential threat to the live cattle export trade to countries in SE Asia where these parasites are endemic.3

Although vaccines against tick fever have been used in Australia for up to a century, vaccines containing attenuated strains of B bovis and B bigemina as well as A centrale grown in splenectomised calves have only been used in Australia since 1964 to immunise cattle against the disease.4 TFRC of the Department of Primary Industries, Queensland is the only provider of vaccine in Australia. Similar products are produced in South Africa, Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay and Israel.5 Both chilled and frozen vaccines are produced.

Use of tick fever vaccine in endemic parts of Australia is a risk management strategy based on the likelihood of exposure, the value and the susceptibility of the stock. In the live cattle export trade, pre-embarkation vaccination is, in some cases, a requirement for certain classes of cattle.

In total, about 800,000 doses of vaccine are supplied annually by TFRC and details of the production methods and standards have been published.5-7 These vaccines have shortcomings and questions are often asked about the degree of protection afforded, safety, viability and quality control.

The purpose of this paper is to provide some answers to questions relating to the protective immunity that follows use of Australian B bovis, B bigemina and A centrale vaccines. We have reviewed available literature and included unpublished field and experimental data. Where relevant, we have also used overseas experiences with similar products. We have focused more on clinical evidence of protection than on conventional immunological measures such as antibody and cellular responses. Finally, we make recommendations for practical prevention of tick fever in endemic parts of Australia and for the use of vaccines in cattle for export.

Immunity to B bovis

Immunity to heterologous challenge

Passively administered antibody provides protection against homologous but not heterologous strain challenge.8 Brown and Palmer9 concluded that inflammatory cell-mediated and cytophilic antibody responses were important in maintaining immunity during persistent infection or after exposure in immunologically primed animals particularly against heterologous challenge. Generally, a vaccine containing one attenuated strain of B bovis provides protection against heterologous field challenge. Results of a field trial involving 179 vaccinated and 56 unvaccinated cattle on five Queensland properties showed that vaccinated heifers were 15 to 16 times less likely to contract babesiosis than unvaccinated ones.11 This feature is worth noting because strains and isolates of B bovis are known to be antigenically diverse.8,12,13 In fact, analysis of DNA extracts of 27 Australian isolates using two PCR assays showed that all differed from each other.14 Animals are also less susceptible to challenge with the same (homologous) strain than a different (heterologous) one.15 In addition, animals exposed to more than one heterologous challenge are less susceptible to further challenges with other strains. Despite this, differences...
between isolates or strains do not appear to be important in field manifestations of disease and recovered animals usually withstand heterologous challenge. The B. bovis strain currently in use appears to provide excellent protection against a wide range of field isolates (Table 1) (Bock unpublished). There is also documented and circumstantial evidence that Australian B. bovis vaccine protects against field isolates in Africa, South America, and SE Asia.

Since 1980, three strains of B. bovis have been used at various times to produce vaccine (Figure 1), all attenuated by multiple syringe passage of a field isolate through splenectomised calves. It has been suggested that field isolates consist of subpopulations, each expressing virulence genes to varying degrees and that serial passage in splenectomised calves selects populations enriched with faster growing avirulent phenotypes.

A change of strain used in the vaccine was generally made in response to field evidence of vaccine failures (Figure 1). Early immunisation strategies involved revaccination with at least one different vaccine strain. However, it appears that the degree of protection resulting from the B. bovis vaccine is more closely related to the immunogenicity of the primary vaccine strain than the number of strains used. As a result, advice to users is, in most cases, to vaccinate once only.

Some B. bovis vaccine strains are less immunogenic than others. For example, there is evidence that multiple passages of a strain may result in loss of immunogenicity. Five clones of one vaccine strain (K) obtained by limiting dilution in vivo varied in their ability to protect against heterologous challenge, with a range of 50% to 90% as determined by PCV depression, compared to the parent strain. This suggests that a combination of different parasite populations is required for adequate protection.

In a study of vaccine failures following the use of T strain, 27 field isolates from 24 affected properties were analysed using PCR technology but no common parasite genotype was found that could be linked to the failures. Dixie strain was introduced in May 1993, first as a high passage (23 to 28) line containing one population characterised by PCR assay and, since January 1996, as a lower passed (15 to 20) line with two populations. Both lines were protective against virulent challenge, although pen trials showed the protection provided by the low passed line to be superior (Table 2). More than 6 million doses of vaccine containing Dixie strain had been supplied by December 2000 and field evidence at that stage appeared to validate the protective effect seen in pen trials such as those listed in Table 1. The failure rate since its release fell well within the acceptable range observed by Bock et al for other protective strains (Figure 1).

Effect of virulence, dose rate and route of vaccination on immunity to challenge

Mooney et al found no difference in the immunogenicity of virulent tick-transmitted B. bovis parasites and an attenuated vaccine strain. Studies with clones of B. bovis showed that protective immunity was unrelated to virulence with none of the clones giving as good protection as the parent strain. Using a limiting dilution method, Timms et al were able to infect splenectomised calves by the intravenous inoculation of one B. bovis parasite. However, De Vos showed that the infectivity of diluted vaccine parasites given subcutaneously became variable at 109 with only three of five animals becoming infected, when the dose was infective there was no difference between the number of B. bovis organisms and the severity of the infections observed. At the 107 dose of B. bovis used in the commercial vaccine it was fully infective when given intramuscularly or subcutaneously. The effect of vaccine dose or route of inoculation on subsequent immunity has not been adequately addressed, but based on field evidence, the subsequent immunity appears to be independent of either provided the vaccine is infective.

Duration of immunity

Mooney and colleagues showed that the immunity conferred by a single tick-transmitted infection lasted for at least 4 years, the duration of their trial. Later, it was determined that the immunity after B. bovis vaccination was comparable in strength and duration to that conferred by tick-transmitted infection. They found that cattle vaccinated as calves were still immune after 4 years in a tick-free area and showed no signs of clinical illness, fever or anaemia after heterologous challenge. In contrast, unvaccinated animals developed severe clinical signs and 4 of the 10 died. From these results, the authors concluded that a single vaccination of calves between 3 and 6 months of age would be sufficient to prevent clinical babesiosis even if tick populations were too low to maintain endemic stability.

Immunity is known to persist after elimination of B. bovis. Studies on cattle that are sterilised of the B. bovis infection using drugs, suggested that the degree of acquired immunity was related more to the degree of antigenic stimulation experienced by the host than the presence of live parasites. Analysis of 32 confirmed reports of B. bovis vaccine failures between 1968 and 1971 showed that the likelihood of failure did not increase with time after vaccination and 29 of 32 cases studied occurred within 6 months of vaccination. A subsequent study of failures between 1973 and 1990, a period when more than 20 million doses (300,000 orders) of vaccine were supplied, also showed no evidence of a time-dependent loss of immunity after vaccination. In one particular outbreak, affected cattle were vaccinated 10 months to 7 years before the

Figure 1. Herds with confirmed B. bovis vaccine failures related to vaccine supply and vaccine strain used from 1980 to 1999. A vaccine failure case was defined as: a confirmed diagnosis of infection at a QDPI laboratory; records showing vaccine was given to affected stock; evidence of seroconversion in vaccinated cohorts at the time of the outbreak. Failures per 1000 orders is used as an indication of the number of herds vaccinated as the case definition is based on herds not individual animals.
outbreak with the same vaccine strain. More recently, Bock et al. 25 studied 62 vaccine failures that occurred after use of T strain between 1990 and 1993, and found the average time from vaccination to an outbreak to be 14 months (range 3 to 31 months).

In Malawi, an outbreak of B. bovis in cattle vaccinated 2 years earlier with an Australian strain (K) was ascribed to a decline in immunity in the absence of tick challenge.32 However, the study design was such that other contributing factors, including vaccine infectivity and immunogenicity could not be excluded and we find it impossible to support the authors' conclusion of time-dependent immunity based on the evidence they provided.

Host and related factors influencing the development of protective immunity

Age — The resistance of calves to primary B. bovis infection is well known and is due to both passive and innate factors.8 Specific antibodies transferred via colostrum are important during the first 2 months and non-specific immunity provides some protection during the next 5 months at least.12 Advice to cattle owners in Australia is therefore to vaccinate their animals when 3 to 6 months of age when this non-specific immunity is greatest and the risk of reactions to the vaccine very small. We could find no experimental or other evidence to suggest that vaccination at this young age or even younger had any detrimental effect on subsequent immunity to challenge.

Stress — This can potentially have an effect on the immunity to tick fever. It is known that the immunity of cattle can be depressed experimentally in a number of ways, including stress, has a significant effect on immunity following vaccination. Losses to tick fever in almost 3500 naïve, mostly drought affected cattle were almost negligible (about 0.05%) after vaccination and exposure to ticks for up to 11 months, despite the reported incidence of the disease in local cattle at the time being one of the highest on record.33

Concurrent infections/vaccinations — A wide range of infective agents including viruses, parasites and bacterial diseases can suppress the immune responses of animals to other agents.34 However, little is known of the effect of other infections or concurrent use of other vaccines on the subsequent immunity of cattle following B. bovis vaccination.

Host genotype — Certain breeds of cattle, notably Bos taurus breeds, are known to be more susceptible to primary B. bovis infection.35 Purebred B. indicus cattle are highly resistant to babesiosis, but crossbred cattle are sufficiently susceptible to warrant the use of preventive measures such as vaccination.36 Similarly, genotype also plays a role in the development of protective immunity with B taurus breeds more likely to show a deficient immunity. An investigation of 62 reports of T strain vaccine failures in Queensland showed that all were in cattle with no greater than 3/8 B. indicus infusion and 85% were in pure B. taurus herds.25

Investigation of vaccine failures

Vaccine failures following the use of B. bovis vaccine undoubtedly occur in Australia (Figure 1). Bock et al. 25 defined a vaccine failure as a confirmed diagnosis of B. bovis infection at a QDPI laboratory; records showing vaccine was given to affected stock; evidence of seroconversion in vaccinated cohorts at the time of the outbreak. They considered eight possible factors, some of which were mentioned in the preceding discussion. While the situation is complex and no simple explanation is forthcoming, recent research emphasis has fallen on the immune responsiveness of the host.

Immunity to Babesia bigemina

Immunity to heterologous challenge

Cattle recovered from B. bigemina infections show some resistance to B. bovis challenge,37 but the reverse is not true and the degree of protection is seldom adequate. It is assumed that similar immune mechanisms to B. bovis exist in B. bigemina

Table 1. Immunogenicity of the current Dixie B. bovis vaccine strain in Hereford steers challenged with various virulent B. bovis isolates from Queensland (Bock unpublished 1996 to 1998).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>Mean total parasitaemia score</th>
<th>Mean max. PCV depression (%)</th>
<th>Mean max. temp. rise (°C)</th>
<th>Proportion meeting treatment criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) Isolate W</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccinated</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unvaccinated</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>56.1</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>7/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Ando 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccinated</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unvaccinated</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>61.9</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>6/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) H21 Bald Knob</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccinated</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unvaccinated</td>
<td>44.8</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>3/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) H34 Monto</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccinated</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unvaccinated</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>4/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) H40 Mt Mee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccinated</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0/7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unvaccinated</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>3/5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Immunogenicity of low passage and high passage Dixie B. bovis vaccine parasites in Hereford steers challenged with virulent W B. bovis isolate.25

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Mean total parasitaemia score</th>
<th>Mean max. PCV depression (%)</th>
<th>Mean total temp rise (°C)</th>
<th>Proportion meeting treatment criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vaccinated (Dixie low passage)</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaccinated (Dixie high passage)</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unvaccinated</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>6/6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Parasitaemia, PCV depression and temperature rise are expressed according to the method of Callow et al.77

Treatment criteria were as per Bock et al.25

Vaccinated: 80% of total parasitaemia score, PCV depression (>= 80%), and temperature rise (>= 1°C) for 0-6 days post vaccination. Unvaccinated: 100% of total parasitaemia score, PCV depression (>= 80%), and temperature rise (>= 1°C) for 0-6 days post vaccination.
infections.\textsuperscript{10} Immunological differences between isolates and strains of \textit{B. bigemina} are well known. Callow\textsuperscript{38} showed that self-cured, splenectomised calves resisted challenge with a homologous strain and, in some cases, even prevented detectable re-establishment of the infection, whereas the infection was almost invariably acute after heterologous challenge. A parallel study in intact steers confirmed the difference between the two strains with detectable parasitaemias developing only in some steers after homologous and in all steers after heterologous challenge.

\textit{B. bigemina} is not an important cause of disease in Australia and accounted for only about 7\% of all recorded outbreaks in Queensland between 1990 and 1996.\textsuperscript{39} It has also been estimated to cause 5\% of the economic loss due to tick fever.\textsuperscript{5} This is probably due to the greater prevalence of \textit{B. bigemina} infection (and therefore greater chance of endemic stability) and the relatively low pathogenicity of stocks present in this country.\textsuperscript{40} Despite the immunological differences amongst isolates, there is no evidence that variable antigenicity is an important factor in the natural disease.\textsuperscript{41} In general, cattle have one clinical infection and are then protected against subsequent challenge.

Only one strain of \textit{B. bigemina} (G strain) has been used for production of vaccine in Australia since the 1980s. Its isolation and subsequent attenuation has been recorded.\textsuperscript{42} Laboratory evidence (Table 3a, b, c) suggests that, while \textit{B. bigemina} is generally of low pathogenicity, the strain affords sound protection, even when virulent laboratory isolates are used.\textsuperscript{42, 43} Demand for \textit{B. bigemina} vaccine in Australia since the 1980s. Its isolation and subsequent attenuation has been recorded.\textsuperscript{42}

Little documented evidence is available on the protection afforded by G strain overseas. Pen trials in South Africa and Zimbabwe showed that it conferred adequate protection against local isolates (Table 3d, e).\textsuperscript{44,45,46} Results of a comparable trial in Paraguay were not clear-cut, mainly due to the low pathogenicity of the local strain used in challenge.\textsuperscript{47} Based on field use of this strain in South Africa,\textsuperscript{45} Zimbabwe\textsuperscript{47} and M alawi,\textsuperscript{48} protection in these countries is evidently satisfactory. Three of 28 vaccinated cattle on smallholder properties in M alawi were clinically affected after challenge but the cause was not identified.\textsuperscript{48}

\textbf{Effect of virulence, dose rate and route of vaccination on immunity to challenge.\textsuperscript{16}}

The G strain of \textit{B. bigemina} has been the only commercial vaccine strain used in Australia since 1980 and we could find no published information on the role of virulence of the vaccine strain in South Africa,\textsuperscript{45} Zimbabwe\textsuperscript{47} and M alawi,\textsuperscript{48} protection in these countries is evidently satisfactory. Three of 28 vaccinated cattle on smallholder properties in M alawi were clinically affected after challenge but the cause was not identified.\textsuperscript{48}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Group} & \textbf{Parasitaemia (%)} & \textbf{Mean max PCV depression (%)} & \textbf{No. treated} \\
\hline
\textbf{a) Australia:} Dayboro isolate –H59 (Bock unpublished 1997) & & & \\
Vaccinated & 4.1 & 24.9 & 0/5 \\
Unvaccinated & 12.7 & 49.7 & 4/5 \\
\hline
\textbf{b) Australia:} Gypsy Plains –H67 (Bock unpublished 2000) & & & \\
Vaccinated & 0.7 & 14.5 & 0/6 \\
Unvaccinated & 7.0 & 37.8 & 4/7 \\
\hline
\textbf{c) Australia:} Mt Walker –H83 (Bock unpublished 2000) & & & \\
Vaccinated & 2.1 & 21.1 & 2/7 \\
Unvaccinated & 16.4 & 35.4 & 5/7 \\
\hline
\textbf{d) Kenya:} EAM isolate (adapted from Kuttler\textsuperscript{63}) & & & \\
Vaccinated & 0.5 & 14.3 & NA/14 \\
Unvaccinated & 10.0 & 54.2 & NA/7 \\
\hline
\textbf{e) South Africa:} BW isolate\textsuperscript{63} & & & \\
Vaccinated & 16.7 & 51.0 & NA/13 \\
Unvaccinated & 32.0 & 60.8 & NA/5 \\
\hline
\textbf{f) Zimbabwe:} M isolate\textsuperscript{61} & & & \\
Vaccinated & 21.4 & 61.4 & 6/9 \\
Unvaccinated & 33.3 & 64.4 & 7/7 \\
\hline
\textbf{g) Argentina:} Local isolate\textsuperscript{62} & & & \\
Vaccinated & 2.3 & 32.3 & 0/12 \\
Unvaccinated & 7.5 & 50.0 & 4/8 \\
\hline
\textbf{h) Paraguay:} Local isolate\textsuperscript{63} & & & \\
Vaccinated & 5.7 & 41.2 & 0/7 \\
Unvaccinated & 15.95 & 59.8 & 0/6 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Responses of experimental cattle vaccinated with \textit{A. centrale} when challenged with different isolates of \textit{A. marginale}.}
\end{table}
parasites and subsequent immunity. G strain has been shown to be infective subcutaneously at doses of $5 \times 10^6$ parasites with a decrease in prepatent period of approximately 1 day for each log increase in dose to $5 \times 10^8$ (Standfast NF, unpublished 1998). The dose currently used in the Australian commercial vaccine is $5 \times 10^6$ parasites and at this dose there was no apparent difference in infectivity between intramuscular and sub-cutaneous inoculations (Table 5). As for B bovis, the effect of vaccine dose or route of inoculation on subsequent immunity has not been adequately addressed, but provided the vaccine is infective the subsequent immunity also appears to be independent of either.

**Duration of immunity.**

Experimental animals naturally infected with B bigemina during calfhood and then kept tick-free for 4 years, all suppressed the parasitaemia upon reinfection with a heterologous strain in Queensland. The results of this trial suggest that a single infection during calfhood will provide immunity lasting at least 4 years. No detailed study of the duration of immunity following vaccination has been conducted in Australia mainly because of the lack of evidence of any deficiency in immunity following vaccination for whatever reason. It has been reported in South Africa that animals do become susceptible again in the absence of natural challenge and also that animals were susceptible 16 months after chemosterilisation of the infection.

**Host and related factors influencing the development of protective immunity**

Age and breed effects influence the susceptibility of cattle to primary infections in much the same way they do with B bovis. However, we could find no evidence in the literature to suggest that these or any other factors influenced the degree of immunity to subsequent challenge.

Investigation of vaccine failures

There is very little evidence that the B bigemina vaccine does not protect in Australia. A review of routine diagnostic submissions to Q D P L laboratories between January 1993 to June 2000 identified only three cases of suspected vaccine failure that could be ascribed to infection with the vaccine (RE Bock unpublished). This low failure rate relative to B bovis could, in part, be due to the low pathogenicity of most B bigemina in this country.

**Immunity to Anaplasma marginale**

Immunity to heterologous challenge

The protective immune mechanism for anaplasma is not fully understood nor is the mechanism for establishment of persistent infection in the face of an immune response. Cattle recovered from acute infection or immunised with killed vaccines are solidly protected against challenge with the homologous A marginale strain, but are only partially protected against acute rickettsialaemia after challenge with heterologous strains. Also, it has been concluded that although antibody alone is not sufficient for protection it is required to provide specificity for macrophage phagocytosis of infected erythrocytes. In Australia, anaplasmosis accounted for slightly more than 10% of tick fever outbreaks between 1990 and 1996, and is rarely the cause of significant mortality.

Overseas, isolates of A marginale are known to exist which differ in antigenic composition, protection afforded against heterologous challenge, virulence and tick transmissibility. Although Australian isolates have not been studied closely, there is no clinical evidence to suggest that isolates in this country differ significantly in either antigenicity or virulence. Cross immunity testing of two A marginale isolates obtained 700 km apart in North Queensland were immunologically identical. The reason why the situation in Australia differs from that in other countries is unknown but may be related to a very limited number of variant stocks of A marginale brought into this country when the vector Boophilus microplus was introduced during the 19th century.

Vaccine used in Australia contains A centrale, an organism imported from South Africa in 1934. This organism was originally isolated in 1911 and is used in vaccine produced in a number of countries, including South Africa, Argentina, Uruguay, Israel, and more recently also in Zimbabwe and M alawi.

Immunity imparted by A centrale against challenge with Australian isolates of A marginale is partial and variable (Table 4a, b, c). Despite the incomplete protection, field evidence collected from diagnostic laboratory statistics suggests that it is adequate to control the effects of A marginale infections in this country.

Evidence of the protective potential of A centrale in other countries is very variable. In Kenya, vaccination resulted in a significant reduction in the severity of experimental A marginale challenge (Table 4d). In South Africa and in Zimbabwe, feedback from vaccine users has generally been positive but the results of some pen trials involving challenge with virulent isolates have been discouraging. Potgieter and van Rensburg in South Africa found the protection in some animals to be poor (Table 4e), even after a second vaccination. They believed this could be due to high challenge doses used in their trials and the virulence of the isolate. However, in an A marginale challenge of naive Hereford steers in Australia, it was found that, whereas the mean time taken to reach a 1% parasitaemia was 7.3, 13.9 and 19.9 days in the 10^2, 10^3 and 10^4 infection dose groups, respectively, the results showed that the pathological outcomes (anaemia) of anaplasmosis were similar over the 10,000-fold infective dose range tested. In Zimbabwe, no significant differences were found when vaccinated and unvaccinated groups were challenged with a high dose of a virulent field.
isolate (Table 4f). Even use of different stocks of A. centrale originating from South Africa and Australia did not influence the results.

Similar variable results have been described in South America. In Argentina, the degree of protection afforded by A. centrale was considered to be reasonable (Table 4g) whereas, in pen (Table 4h) and field trials in Paraguay, it was insufficient. We could find no reports on the protection afforded by A. centrale in Asia even though vaccine has been used to protect cattle imported into a number of countries, especially in SE Asia.

The mechanism of protective immunity provided by A. centrale is unclear but may be induced by cross-reactive epitopes on immunodominant antigens shared by A. centrale and A. marginale. The cross-protection appears to be unidirectional with A. marginale not providing any protection against A. centrale.

Effect of virulence, dose rate and route of vaccination on immunity to challenge

Only one strain of A. centrale is used in the vaccine and no observations can therefore be made on the effect of virulence on immunogenicity. In A. marginale, however, strains differ in virulence and ability to afford protection against heterologous challenge. A buffalo-derived A. marginale isolate in South Africa proved to be less virulent than A. centrale, but afforded even less protection against a virulent A. marginale isolate. The route of inoculation can have a marked effect on the infectivity of the vaccine, but at the doses used in the commercial chilled vaccine there does not appear to be any difference between intramuscular and subcutaneous routes (Table 5).

Duration of immunity

Animals inoculated with A. centrale remain infected for a long time, probably for life, and there is no evidence that immunity wanes with time. An A. centrale specific ELISA developed by Molloy et al. detected antibodies to A. centrale in cattle up to 9 years after vaccination with no apparent decrease in test sensitivity. Field evidence from some properties where the vaccine has been used for many years, suggested that natural transmission of A. marginale has ceased (Bock unpublished observations).

Little information is available on the persistence of immunity following drug elimination of A. centrale but it is likely that parallel that of A. marginale infection where immunity persisted for a year (the duration of the trial) after elimination of the infection with imidocarb.

Hot and related factors influencing the development of protective immunity

Age — Non-specific resistance of calves to anaplasmosis is well known and resembles that of B. bovis infection. It has been suggested that cattle vaccinated at a young age may experience such mild reactions that the immune response is insufficient. However, there is no field evidence to suggest that vaccination of young animals is not effective in Australia.

Stress — Immune-compromised animals, including removal of the spleen and use of immunosuppressants such as cyclophosphamide and corticosteroids, have been shown experimentally to be susceptible to heterologous challenge. It has also been suggested that the immunity of cattle could be compromised under conditions of environmental stress or other stressors but we could find no published evidence of this being a significant factor under field conditions. In fact, Wilson showed that cattle on a good plane of nutrition developed more severe primary Anaplasma reactions than those on a starving ration, but he did not observe the effect on subsequent immunity.

Concurrent infections or vaccinations and genotype — We could find no evidence that concurrent infections or vaccinations and breed have an effect on the development or level of immunity to A. centrale. Bos indicus cattle do not seem to show the same degree of natural resistance to primary Anaplasma infections as is seen with, for instance, B. bovis. Reports of variable protection conferred by A. centrale involve B. taurus, B. indicus and cross-bred cattle.

Investigation of vaccine failures

The occurrence of vaccine failures in cattle vaccinated with A. centrale in Australia is insignificant. We have investigated some reports of failures and found the main cause to be poor viability rather than a lack of immunogenicity of the vaccine (Bock et al. unpublished observations). The problem was corrected by reducing the use-by date of the vaccine and promoting its proper handling, but infectivity remains lower for A. centrale than the Babesia parasites (Table 5).

In 1997, we investigated a suspected breakthrough isolate (D’ayboro) obtained from a property where clinical cases were seen in vaccinated cattle (Bock unpublished observations). Experimental challenge of vaccinated cattle with this isolate (Table 4a) showed that three of the five cattle had adequate immunity while one had a reaction almost comparable with those of the susceptible controls. This variability in individual responses has been seen before: Wilson et al. found that 10 of 18 cattle challenged with another Australian isolate had inadequate immunity whereas the remainder were solidly protected.

Field observations of apparent vaccine failure on another property (Mt Walker, SE Queensland) are being investigated, and while the strain is very virulent (Table 4c) there appear also to be herd or animal problems involving the ability of cattle to mount a protective response.

Overseas, overt disease was reported in vaccinated cattle on a property in Zimbabwe during evaluation of A. centrale vaccine. As discussed in a previous section, pen trials showed that the vaccine afforded very little protection against an isolate obtained from this property. Interestingly, commercial non-living vaccine (Plasvac®) also failed to protect cattle against this isolate in a separate pen trial (Matingo unpublished observations 1997).

Recommendations for use of B. bovis, B. bigemina and A. centrale vaccines in Australia

In endemic areas

A single vaccination at 6 to 9 months of age should provide strong, lasting protection. At that age, the risk of vaccine reactions is minimal.

There is no evidence that immunity wanes with time and revaccination is therefore unnecessary as a routine procedure. Revaccination is advisable when there is uncertainty over the accuracy of previous procedures, to ensure all animals seroconvert (Table 5) or when there has been a change in the strains used in the vaccine.

Australian cattle owners have a choice of two vaccines. They can either vaccinate their cattle with a trivalent vaccine containing all three organisms, or a bivalent one containing B. bovis and A. centrale. Trivalent vaccine is most often...
recommended for Bos taurus breeds, valuable animals such as stud cattle, and cattle originating from tick-free properties. Bivalent vaccine is most often used in Bos indicus and cross-bred cattle born in tick-infested areas. Bovine babesiosis. In: Manual of Standards for Diagnostic Tests and Vaccines. Office International des Epizootics, Paris, 1996:333-338.

In live cattle export trade
Current recommendations vary depending on the requirements of the importing country, the origin of the cattle (endemic or non-endemic regions) and the type of cattle (breeders or cattle destined for feedlots). Where import requirements stipulate vaccination, it is usually to be done very shortly before export.

Based on the evidence provided in this review, vaccination at weaning age (6 to 9 months) will provide adequate protection after export. This will negate the need to muster and hold cattle some time before export and also reduce the risk of vaccine reactions en route. The savings to exporters are therefore likely to be significant if animals are vaccinated at an early age. The main proviso will be an on-farm quality assurance system that ensures proper use of the vaccine and identification of immunised animals and which is accepted by importing countries. Vaccination against B. bovis, B. bigemina and A. centrale will ensure broad spectrum protection in most situations, but caution is required with regard to the immunity produced by A. centrale.

The future
The current live tick fever vaccine has a number of shortcomings including a short shelf-life, potential for co-transmission of infectious agents, animal welfare considerations, high cost of production and increasingly stringent national registration requirements. These limitations have led to continuing efforts to develop vaccines based on recombinant DNA technology. In Australia this work has all but been discontinued. The major limitations such as research funding, variations in immune responsiveness and the need for repeat vaccinations mean that recombinant products cannot presently compete with the available live vaccine.

Muck of the evidence for the efficacy of the Australian tick fever vaccine is based on feedback from field use of over 30 million doses since 1966 because many of the ‘pen trials’ include only small numbers of animals. The shortcomings of the live vaccine can be minimised by good operating standards, efficient transportation and continuing research. Improvements in freezing and post-thawing viability of the frozen tick fever vaccine as well as a better understanding of host-parasite immune interactions could overcome the problems associated with the live vaccine. For the next 5 to 10 years at least the live vaccine will be the basis for protection against these parasites in Australia.
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